
  

Dependable 
The greatest thing about a 
Ford is the way it keeps 
going,even under the worst 
conditions. The depend- 
ability of Champion Spark 
Plugs— which have been 
standard Ford equip- 
ment for 14 years—is an 

integral part of Ford de- 
pendability. 

Champion X — 
exclusively for 
Fords— packed Cc 
in the Red Box 

Each 

CHAMPION 
Dependable for Every Engine 

Toledo, Ohio 

  

Uniforms 
and Caps 

EDWARD = 
14 North Liberty St. ‘Baltimors, 

Fred Frankel, 1 
$110 firet week se 

d treet to coma ou ean, 
or experiences peguired. 

Cand comminadons daily 

oR FREE SAMPLES 
%, In hirt Mive 

New York 

LADIES £23 GROSS OR 817 ¢ 
a 1a r ‘ , ' 

lars 
ART COM 

i bait 

Md. 

  

  

By 

nous 
photo; 

fully 

Many a man's success in life Is due 
to his failure to Inherit money, 

the 

suckers, 

A get-rich-quick scheme is 

to use when fishing for 

Done to a Tarn 
“Did your vacation do 

“You sald it. I came 

Boston Transcript, 

you good ™ 

heme 

Touching 
Wigwag—It doesn't pay 

| a man when he 1s down, 

No, the 

anything anyhow. 

Record. 

Borrowell chances are he 
hinsn't 

Watch Cuticura 

On rising 
Improve Your 8kin. 

and retiring gently smear 

the face with Cuticura Ointment. 

Wash off Ointment in five 

with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It 
Is wonderful what Cuticura will. do 
for poor complexions, dandruff, itching 

and red, rough hands.—Advertisement. 

Convict Uniform Restored 
The black-and-white striped 

as nbolished a 

prison 

genera- 

the 

state prison trouble 

“hard-boiled” Warden 

Lillle has ordered that incorrigible pris 

wear the 

reinstated nt 

Due to 

prisoners 

has been 

oners shall striped uniform 
’ the Institution, but 

the 

Hod at 

few have been placed In 

riped class, 

Today's Big Offer to All 
Who Have Stomach 

Agony 
Read About This ¢ Generous Money Back 

Guarantee 

  
  

wear well longer. 
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FIRST 
to adopt 

DUCO 
Tue General Motors Research 
Laboratories cooperated with E. I. du 
Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc., 
in the development of Duco — an 
achievement ranking in importance 
with the invention of the self-starter. 

DUCO is not only far more lasting 
than paint and varnish; it is finer, 
more beautiful and more economical 
to apply in factory production. 

DUCO was first adopted by Oakland, 
and immediately thereafter by the rest 

of the General Motors cars. 

BUYERS of General Motors cars have 
profited by the development of this 
finer, more enduring finish. Their cars 

GENERAL 
MOTORS 

“A car for every purse and purpose” 

CHEVROLET + PONTIAC «+ OLDSMOBILE 

OAKLAND + BUICK - 

GMC TRUCKS 

YELLOW CABS, BUSES AND TRUCKS 

FRIGIDAIRE=The Electric Refrigerator 
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Drastic Changes 
in New Chapeaux | 

| Backward Draped Crown 
and Embroidered Trim- 
mings Are Important 

The Paris oPeaingD. displaying fall 
and winter headgear have been In 
progress for time and from 
among a tremendous variety of new 
themes one fact stands out sharply 

the utility garconne chapeau, for 
many seasons the dominant millinery 
type, has relegated to n posi- 
tion of minor importance, What is 
far more important, however, 

fall it will remain In eclipse, 
a Parls fashion 

New York 

It is 

lect of 

at the 

son 

some 

been 

this 

asserts 

correspondent in the 

Herald-Tribune, 

an old, old this 

the cloche and its varia 

openings, Neason 

Reboux, Agnes 

bravely launched a 

the hardy 

new mi 

years 

story, neg- 
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1ftor Ben. 

and Rose Descat 
have 

Intended to 

tradition. Al 

showing in recent 

of elaborate hat 

not only by this eminent pP 

but by their minor 

lites throughout the ¥ 

shatter 

each inery 

every 

{ ely no 

hibl 

triumvirate 

ie type WHS ex- 
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satel 

arious continents 

ns well, 

shunned ; 
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occasion Bi 

the 

vias deliberate ly Bi 

of 
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wnnish toy nnnn 

vit nel a inhale 

interests art ar 

SOH80ON 

and the hroad Crowns 
1 } 

a ns, the feathered i 

flowered models, would fade from the 

landscape while the disdained 

rode the 

an Inevitable Item In every 

The 

inted thpmbs 

efforts of the 

woman's rdrohe 

had 

pro- 
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i once 

Concerted 

from the Iare 

caxlon ecloche Yet 

ly organized 

aonths of the 
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Developed in Marron Velvet. 
Hat of RoseColored Velvet With 
Fiat Ostrich Tips in Two Tones of 
Rose. 3—High Draped Hat With 
Tiny Poke Brim, in Black Velvet. 

haute monde were once more going 
to cold-shoulder elaborate millinery In 
to the limbo of the deme 

The Couture Decides. 

Uneconse the haute couture 
the dress and cont creators of Paris 
stepped into the breach and saved the 

wee 

lously 

day for ornate chapeaux, revealing. in- | 
| they 

| that is, 

cidentally, one of the secrets of cha 
ing styles, In the present 
openings elaboration been the 
keynote of glmost showing. 
Severity, mannishness and all the rest 

g- 

autumn 

has 

every 

of the garconne attributes have heen | 
scrupulously avolded In a collection of | 

which | 
| hark back to the gallant eleganterie | 
| of the mauve decade. 
| this 

| fashionable soclety from Deauville to 
in London and | 

I In New York, even so deeply rooted | 
| 0 custom as the cloche must be com- 
| pelled to retreat. It 

i this time, 
| of autumn the mesdames of the mode, 

fall frocks, sults and coats 

movement, strongly seconded by 

the Lido, In Paris, 

Is no mirage 
and with the erisp days 

venturing blithely forth in fanciful 
frocks and elaborate coats, wear hats 
that synchronize with this sartorial 
elegance, whose charm 1s in a deft 
manipulation and Intricate styling 
rather than In unalloyed boyish sim- 
plicity. Where In enrlier seasons the 
anticloche crusade falled because the 

| couturiers were not in sympathy, this 
autumn all the forces of fashion are 
marching in regal unison toward the 
new elegance, with millinery leading 
the way. 

Chosen from the fall showings of 
such notable modistes as Caroline Re. 

| to this or 
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point of | 
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boux, Agnes, Marian Guy, Eliane, Alex 

and Le Monnler, the fall un 

mistakably demonstrate the new spirit 

of millinery, As glance through 

the Illustrated you will be 

struck by the diversity of types shown 

point definitely 

un 

general 

square crowns 

feathered 

trimmings, broad 

brims, Feminine 

huts 

you 

models 

one 

that characteristic of 

Individual hat and indleate a 

trend. There are high 

and low draped 

trimmings and 

brims and hairline 

elaboration, of course, is the 

but It is arrived at In as many and 
diverse you might wish-—at 

least there will be no running to type 
in the millinery of this particular 
autumn, 

Velvet and felt 

fabrics of aufiimn, 

In advance of all others. 

excellent material with 

achleve decorous effects, 

én used In 

indeed, cannot 

crowns, 

no 

keynote, 
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are 

and 

favored hat 

they are far 

Velvet Is an 

which to 

Felt is oft 

with 

often it Is 

different 

combination con- 
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fabrics—.as 

nlone, but in several 
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Ribbon, 5-Tam With 

Effect, Velvet, 6—Tam, 

of Lilac Velvet Rc 

Strips and Joined 

cular Fashion, 

red Felt, of Grosgrain 

Earmuft 

Two Tones 

Tiny 

in Cir. 

Into led 

Together 
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certain t yes, 

be easily 
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coming after 

y 
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regal, 

slon of boyish hats 
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to a predominance 

draped crowns. 

Brims 

plicated 
are diverse more 

than last season, 

and com 

there 

is a decided incre 

of wider brimmed 

maturing 

Sweeping 

sé aN 

return te 

it will account 

rimmed models than 

since the war, 

Black and the Wine Range. 

Black once more stand 

colors, but it is by ans pre 
next In 

ue and 

not be a par 

ns far 

ned, 

The wine shades are 

, after which come bil 
beige range. It will 

ticularly colorful hat 

hues themselves are 

but it be made 

of unusual ornamentations 
sober backgrounds. 

For one thing embroidery 
fusely employed on the 
‘aradise plames, too, 

though not so lavishly. 

LOBRON 

CON 

Wiki striking Ly the 
se 

on 

is pro 

autumn hats. 

featured, 

Algrettes and 

used to 

h novel 

Descat, 
of felt 

the ex. 

that the 

Is enjoying such 
used to trim hats, and 

the ensemble note: 

the boa should be of the same 
color estrich 48 the chapeau trimming, 

In summation, 

Aare 

striking are 

embellish the new models, Sucl 

treatments as that of Rose 
pasting velvet on the facing 

hats, are the rule 

ception, Even feathers 
leboux fen 

A vogue 

ornaments also 

more han 

now 

ther boa 

are 

emphasize 

hats have 
been launched successfully, 

and you no longer fear that 
one of these luxuriously trimmed af. 
fairs will single you out 
the mode, or, what Is just as bad 
awkwardly in advance of It You 

elaborate 

need 

{ may choose freely from among a most 

and when you | 
select, have In mind the frock or coat | 
with which this particular hat is to | 

A formal frock requires a | 

for sports | 

models, But | 
it Is certain the twaln should never be | 

diversified assortment, 

be worn. 

formal 

there 
hat this season- 

are the garconne 

mixed. 

The varying shades of tan are still 
the most seen In gloves, since tan 
Is a sufficiently neutral shade to blend 
with any costume. As In the case of 
handbags, however, gray gloves are 
selected for the gray costume, and 
occasionally one sees a very striking 
and attractive match between dress 
and gloves of some more vivid color. 
White is, of course, worn with the 
very light ensemble, and It is assured 
that fall will bring a return of popu. 
larity for both the White and the black 
glove, 

as behind | 

Canada Institutes 

Bird Sanctuaries 
With the 

Canndian 
irogress of settlement the i ; 

those 
' 
teristics generally usso- 

inure jos prairies 

special charac 

ciated with them. isolation 
thelr treclessness, the 
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amenities, are of the 
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of the Interior has 

number of 

and added el 

sanctuaries to those 

lished, These 

most Important 

need to 
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just set 

byes ample, the 
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aside na public shooting 
grounds, has even bird 

already estab 

regions contain the 

breeding 

Amerlean continent 

which, from 
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and security, 
zation, with 
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grounds on 
the wild fowl! for 
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attendant drain 

tends to reduce the 

grounds and 
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reedy 

advent 
its 

breeding 

with 
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birds to an alarming extent, gome 

*#, Indeed, bel 
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ng threatened 
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Trinity 
The weather has 

with the sandstone 

been plaving 

terior of 

York and it 

crumbil 

hist vow 

old 

Trinity church In New Wis 
feared at first that the ng proc 
wE Was due ome defect in the 

but i A fH out xamination of 

i ructure indicates that the walls 

lL U8 8 iG as when they 
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process that 
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Central park 
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worry for 

Insurance Man 
Advises Tanlac 
Ailments Caused by Run-Down 
Condition and Accide rd, FHelieved 
by Tanlac, 

B.L 
a 
NO. 

Marable, 111 

4th Street, 
tchmond, Va. a 

successful ins rance 

agent, save: “After 
some weeks in the 
hospital followin 
an accident, | {« ww. 
myself we ad , Derve 

ous and deficient in 
strength and CHeTEy. 
I had heard a good 
deal about Tanlac 
and started taking it as an e xperiment, 
It was so satisfacto ry that 1 ve 
tinued if off and on and will x 
it has certainly kept me 
dition. I have recom 
of my friends 
good results 

Aris Nature 's remed: 

ks and herbs, 
pation, hel 
stomach in sha 
build stren ; 
Take this wond ¢ and . 
At your druggists. Over 40 million 
bottles sold. 

gih 

  

Your 

Sulphur Compound 
If you wuffer from rheumatism, gout 

eczornn or hives, or tiled with phn. 

plen, bisckbesd sek ber, Liotehe, 

other skin eruptions, 3 3 3 BG sir 

1 the 

this tried ok 

Physicizne 
and roost 

known to & 

Compound § 

new 

the best 

use grid ber 

aon, t Bootlhion 

itgete at       

  

“Acid?”’ 
Excess Uric Acid Gives Rise to Many 

Unpleasant Troubles. 

JRITIES agree 1! 

pres. 
oints, 

and, 

etimnes, toxic backsche and 

headache. That the kidneys are 
unctioning right is 

by scanty or bur: 

of secretions. 

their kidneys et 
ves by the use of Doan’s 

Pills a stim 
Doan’s are rec 
many local people. 
ne:ghbor! 

PILLS DOAN'’S 78s: 
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys 

Foster Milbs Mig Cheminte. Buffalo. NY 
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sands assist 
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IMPROVED STAR FOUR 

$550 

678 

698 

795 

Touring . 

Coupe . 

Coach . 

Sedan . 

Commercial 
Chassis 

Convertible 
Roadster 550 

$470 

F you live in a part of the country 
where roads are rough, hills are steep, 

mud is plenty — or if there are long 
stretches of open roads where a sustained 
speed is necessary—you need a Star Car! 

Prices f. 0. b. Lansing 

HAYES HUNT BODIES 

THE NEW STAR SIX 

Sedan 
Sport Coupe 

Landau 

§97s 
908 
es 

Chassis . 8650 

ouring . 72 
Coupe . B20 
Coach R80 
De Luxe Sport 
Roadster 910 

COMPOUND PLEFTRUCK 

Ton Chassis $978 
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The New Sar Six SEDAN ary f. oh Dorcing 

DURANT MOTORS, Me., 250 West 57th Street, New York 
General Sales Department, 1819 Broadway, New York 
Plants + Elisabeth, N. Ju Oakland, Caly Lansing, Michy Toronto, Ont. 
Dealers and Service Stations throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico 

MORE POWER AND SUPERIOR QUALITY  


